Directions: Study the maps below and answer the questions. Your textbook helps if you’re stuck. 15 points possible.

1. The Triple Alliance member whose territory was reduced to the smallest size by the peace treaty was ______________________________.

2. The nation with which Germany had a common border in 1914, but not in 1920 was ______________________________.

3. The new nation that included the prewar nation of Serbia was ______________________________.

4. The new nation that split Germany in two was ______________________________.

5. The Triple alliance member that did not lose territory in Europe was ______________________________.

6. An original member of the Triple Entente that lost considerable territory in the war was ______________________________.

7. A Balkan nation whose boundaries were not changed by the war was ______________________________.

8. Italy gained territory at the expense of ______________________________.

9. A new nation that had no access to the sea was ______________________________.

10. Greece gained territory at the expense of ______________________________.

11. France regained the areas of ______________________________.

12. A small Baltic nation that was created after World War I was ______________________________.